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ABOUT THE PROJECT
The Fordson Arabic Bilingual Demonstration Project is designed to assist

recently arrived Arab students, limited in English proficiency (LEP), to

adapt to a large and comprehensive high school. The project consists of

academic and vocational instructional modules, reading services to teachers

and students, bilingual aide and resource services, computer and television

modules, staff development activities, and home-community liaison.

ABOUT THE INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES
The modules were designed to assist LEP students in critical instructional

areas throughout the school curriculum. These areas of focus were determined

by a needs survey of the entire Fordson school community. Each module con-

.,
sists of seven parts: title, objectives, pretest, language (vocabulary and

usage) activities, evaluation, and supplementary materials. Modules were

translated, duplicated, and field tested.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ray Pizzino did his undergraduate work at Wayne State University and

his graduate work at the University of Michigan. Ray has worked for ten

years in Dearborn in the Industrial Arts Department teaching Automotive,

Printing, and Graphics. The major concepts of this unit were those

defined as critical for beginning limited English proficiency students

in Graphics.
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This bilingual module has been developed to assist limited English

IIIproficiency students in learning the Printers' System of Measure. The

unit is designed for students enrolled in graphics courses.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE:

Using a line gauge, the student will be able to measure

width and length of copy and line length in printers'

terms.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

Given 2-6 examples of copy, the student within one

week will:

1. Measure the width of various copy in inches,

and convert it to picas and points with 100%

accuracy.

2. Measure the depth (length) of. various copy in

inches, and convert it to picas and points with

100% accuracy.

3. Measure line length in inches, and convert it

to pic.as and points with 100% accuracy.
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PRETEST

DIRECTIONS: Write the answers to the

following questions in the space

provided,

I t.:5 I

11 t I tri 1...J- I

1

1.

2.

3.

2 picas = points. " = T 1

12 picas = points. " ISte I 1T T

1 inch = points.
1 r

4. 6 inches = points.
" 1 E

5. 2 inches = points. " J....Z.1 T 0

6. 3 picas = points. " tS r 1rr

7. 4 picas = points. £ 11

8. 9 picas = points. ISM c A

9. 3 inches = points. -LALI r 1/T

10. 1 inches = points. Lrt.LI 1 1/T 1.



PRONUNCIATION KEY

/a/ as in Adam

/I/ as in cake

/e/ as in let

1E/ as in meet

/i/ Es in sit

/T/ as in ice cream

Jo/ as in hot

/6/ as in Coke

/u/ as in Seven go

/U/ as in blue

/b/ as in boy

c equals /s/ as in cents (10t)
/k/ as in cat

/d/ as in day

/f/ as in four

g equals /g/ as in go
/dz/ as in pale

/h/ as in he

j equals /dz/ as in 101

/k/ as in kick

/1/ as in Cola

/m/ as in man

/n/ as in man

/p/ as in Dr. Pepper

qu equals /kw/ as in 9251:

/r/ as in run

'/s/ as in sun

/t/ as in ten

/v/ as in van

/w/ as in woman

/x/ as in extra

/y/ as in yet (sometimes /6/ as
in many)

/z/ as in zebra

/sh/ as in shut

/ch/ as in church

/ng/ as in sing.

/th/ (voiced) as in this

/th/ (unvoiced) as in thing

oo equals as in food
/u/ as in good .
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LANGUAGE PAGE

DIRECTIONS: Read, pronounce, spell,

and use in a sentence the words

listed below.

copy (ko'pi)

length (lenkth)

line gauge (lin gij)

line length (lin lenkth)

picas (pi' kas)

points (points)

width (width)

1. copy

any furnished material, words and
pictures to hR printed

The printer must always measure cow
accurately.

2. length

how long a thing is

The length of a ruler is 12 inches.

3. width

how wide a thing is

The width of the river is 15 feet.

3

JUJI,
1j.51

1.4

J...?

&a''. V$ JJAJ

13.1.e IsL.eLA ogs

:44 jji, Jr L.

L_.:.:. I
s

IT kill...A Jj.6

Lo j.c Jr

lo ji-LJuijA

length

O
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LANGUAGE PAGE (continued)

4. line gauge

printers' ruler, calibrated in
inches, picas, and half picas.

The line gauge is used to measure copy.

5. line length

the length of a line of type

The line length of this copy is
three inches.

6. pica

printers' unit of measure
1 pica equals 1/6 of an inch

Six picas equal one inch.

7. point

printers' unit of measure
12 points equals 1 pica

Seventy-two (72) points equal one
inch.

Co
Lrj

I

r CO la °

12 POINTS
I PICA

6 PICAS
I INCH

Ii.

4

f

t

Ls:, I j
I:N.:, .13:+.11 Lea.. J.

J..02 o

'es .13.& J..112

L1..03 0 1

1

LAO 4.1-1
) /1 LS....,, 01

LA> 1 ../.11

0.w.m L.:1J1 v. Lei la> j

"Lb.z..v )T 01

(Y') WJ 01-1=1 01
. j



411 To the student:

You are going to learn:

to convert inches to picas and points.

In order to do this you will be given:

.5

4.z. L,J1

1 I 1 .1. cr5J

a pencil and a line guage 11:" 1-="2.4.7 uci L°..) 1"15

You will be doing the following:

reading and measuring the standard

printers' measures:

40
6 picas = 1 inch

12 points = 1 pica

72 points = 1 inch

We will know you can do this when:

you have completed the post-test

evaluation with 80% accuracy.

92

trice L'-e

tyre tr 2' I

( 1.+9.

=4:1.14.0...

= %Liz. 1T

1.0.,4, 1 = YT

42111....."-e 01 4-i.e.:.

A. jatJaz
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 1

DIRECTIONS:

On this worksheet you see several
lines. Use your line gauge to
measure each line, and write its
length in inches, picas and points.

Example:

(1)

= 14 inches

= 711 picas

= 90 points

= inch

III
= pica

= points

(2)

(3)

= inch

= picas

= points

= inch

= picas

= points'

1
13

6

: cd...,..1....;

ah 0.1, .1213.i. lax a141.41
".6.11 j !........s.." Jr az. I . 1.1...ic JI

f.....t, .ham ,p5u,,..s...-J du.. 4:1.11

.b".1....11.3 Q.-. L4,e,..111 41. Lao.,-...A... 4-10 4..- 5 I

.-0)-7, 1 1/f =

cLAST...7, Y 1/T =

"L4.4., I. -

Ls..., -

(i)

" L-11.1... -

(T)

L-Slon.

CO
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 1 (continued)

III (4) (E)

inch 1,j, -

picas

= points

(5)

(6)

inch

picas

points

(0)

inch =

picas "Ls. =

points

14

7140.5.e

mow=

(i)

-



STUDENT ACTIVITY 2

OBJECTIVE:

Given examples, you will learn

to identify copy, width of copy,

length of copy and line length.

DIRECTIONS:

Study this example of length, width,

line length, and copy.

width
of copy

alb

cr:J1 VI J.16 cr.
4 )..1.-J1 (Ay.(411.1
J.,13 4 1.6 011 jt aloo

.6.1. J,,13

Lo.)..2.115( J, J4.-J1 1 al. u. J.31

.12.i..11 Jib)

uav I c.1.111

DEARBORN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

line length

The enclosed area above is the 'copy.

15

length jj.r.

of copy
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 (continued)

DIRECTIONS:

On the example below fill in the

boxes with the correct terms.

1...3..)..J1 tz..1 I a e
Lt-...L.:..e LA (E) k.11 ())

1=-4-v-0 oJJ,..reJk.r.J1.1.

DEARBORN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

The enclosed area above is the: 4.

16

sTr a)lx I

A

2.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 3

DIRECTIONS:

Using a line gauge, measure the width

of the copy in inches.

a. The width is inches.

b. The width is picas.

4...-. .1.....,-.6.:.

- ,

uj u.,..; , 12i..11 j Lei.. "31.J
lip,...11.... :i. ..A

17

qi "44° uke-n ;

L9../ "le .."2-11 '-.-

10



STUDENT ACTIVITY 4

DIRECTIONS:

Using a line gauge measure the length

in picas.

a. The length is picas.

b. The length is inches.

"L-5..,,

c.o. Lo.,....

c.o. l......2Laz

v., L.,..LJ J.,13.11 ..) t.....a... 1/4j...a.' , I

1-,.-11-.7. Jj13-11

18

.

J, ti &LT- - 1

4.0.7.-11 &Le:
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 5

DIRECTIONS:

Using a line guage measure the line

length in picas, points and inches.

c..,1......u..:,

J.02 tro-e-u JJI j t-e-x-. J--..-*. I

1.0j.,.11.., Ja.:.j.,..11., L.c..._JL., .12.>.J1

12

a. The line length is picas. "Ls.e, J.,13 ti.1..,. I.6.:,.JI

b. The line length is points. "Lii,:,j.e J.,12 &L,,.12.:J1

c. The line length is inches. c.....t...,, 1 J.,12 ...1..... _ .?.

DEARBORN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

ze---.).-11 c.t.A.,,,.."-.1r..)1."
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EVALUATION

Use pretest for post-test evaluation.

20
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OPTIONAL HOMEWORK ACTIVITY:

Have the students bring to class examples

from newspapers or magazines copy of

different advertisements, showing the

various dimensions: width, length,

line length.

21
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III

STUDENT ACTIVITY 1

ANSWER KEY

STUDENT ACTIVITY 4

1.

2.

3/4
4 1/2
54

1 1/2

9

108

inch

picas
points

inch
picas
points

a. 18

b. 3

STUDENT ACTIVITY 5

a. 12
3. 2 inches b. 144

12 picas c. 2

144 points

4. 1/2 inch

3 picas EVALUATION
36 points

1. 24
5. 2 1/4 inch 2. 2

13 1/2 picas 3. 72
162 points 4. 36

6. 1/4 inch
5.

6.

144

1/2
1 1/2 picas 7. 48
18 points 8. 1 1/2

9. 21

10. 108

STUDENT ACTIVITY 2

1. width
2. length
3. line length
4. copy

STUDENT ACTIVITY 3

a. 3 1/4
b. 19 1/2

22
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Printing Layout and Design

by Delmar

Photo Offset Fundamentals

by John E. Cogoli

Overhead Transparency

(Student Activity 2)

23

Fordson Print Shop

Fordson Print Shop

Fordson Print Shop
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